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Abstract
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theory and media science. The approach is, to draw an analogy between

a storyline and a dynamic program, described by Richard Bellman with
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approach is, to obtain schemata, to describe and controll the process of
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Preface

The paper at hand1was written by me in the the years 2005 - 2009 and com-

pletes some ideas i developed, walking around at a cold februray sunday in the

so called Stadthaus Ulm , designed by the famous architect Richard Meier. I

dealt with subjects of screenwriting and in this context with a tiny concept to

structure a drama scene. I read some book’s of Linda Seger, Syd Field and

somebody else and i took part on courses for screen writing. I have seen some

concepts and read more about ideas structuring dramatexts but i had never

seen before such a strict method for script development and formal describing

structures, i want to explain in this paper. Even though i think other people

would have similar ideas as me and a similar procedure is, i think quite obvi-

ously in a natural manner. I thought about the persons in a screenplay, their

characters and peculiarities, and the ”Person Character Matrix”, called PCM

as an abrevation originated. I thought about the relationship between charac-

ters and how to put it into a scheme, you see at the first sight the emotions

between them, so it could help you, to develop a policy, to achieve the goals the

persons intended in manner of the premisses of the story. I called this scheme

the ”Empathy Matrix”, abreviated as EM. Like the so called Adjacense Matrix

(AM) a term of the information theory, exactly the graph theory, which shows

the relationship between one person, related to the other persons and to them-

selves (the main diagonal of the matrix). The EM is a extended scheme, based

on the AM and can show all this relationships. The next step was to put these

structural elements into a scheme which can be used as a metamodell, similar to

the wellknown ”Deterministic” or ”Stochastic dynamic program”, developed by

the mathematician Richard Bellman in the fifties of the last century. It’s only

a similarity or analogy to the Bellman model. The optimization aspects will be

lost. The question is: what do you want to optimize in a dramatic process? It

could be several things. The relationship between the characters, some aspects

of tense or the blockbusterqualities of your screenplay? I don’t know it? What

i only can do, is to take these model, remove the aspect of optimization and

use it only in terms of structurization, guiding the author to keep the overview,

designing his drama. So it’s only possible to consider partial aspects of the

whole model of Bellman, the structural aspects. I want try to prove the analogy

of a dramatic process and those you know from the operations research. The

last step was, to integrate the former mentioned structural elements, i called the

”Person Character Matrix” (PCM) and the ”Empathy Matrix” (EM) into this

scheme and to try to prove the usability of this (meta-)model. In the time after,

1It refers to the german original you can find at the Open Access Repository of the Uni-

versity of Ulm Germany [1].
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i began to find the notional definitions borrowed from the literary studies and

dramatic arts, which makes it possible to develop the present analogy model

derived from the concept of the deterministic or stochastic dynamic program

from the field of the operations research.

Rolf Werner Herbert Schneider

Dezember 2009

(corresponding translation of the corrected version from November 2016)

Remark to the corrected version: This is the translation of the corrected ver-

sion of the original text of this paper, so i abdicate to use the translating of the

second preface.

If you want to get the corrected version in german, please send me an email at:

drama-dynprog(at)t-online.de

Where it seemed to be needful, i alterd the text to better be readable and a

straighter diction, regarding the integrity of the content of the paper and the

concept of the thesis described.

I had to correct the arrangement of the chapters and sections because of a mis-

take in the german original. The subsections 2.4.6, 2.4.7 and 2.4.8 in the original

are now 2.5 (here changes the subsection number 2.4.8 to the section number

2.5), 2.5.1 (the former subsection number 2.4.7) and 2.5.2 (the former subsec-

tionnumber 2.4.8). The summary changes from section number 2.5 to section

number 2.6. There are some hints about this at the according places in this

text. Something more is to say, especially refering to the translation.

All citations are in german because the original documents i refered to, are also

in german. If needed, i used reference marks. So you better can find it in the

german original (Attention: Not in the corrected version2). I hope i had trans-

lated it good enough to avoid too much misunderstandings.

The terms ”figure”, ”person” and ”character”, are always used in the same

manner and, in most cases means the same.

At this place i have to say: job titles like author or other professionals in dra-

matic work, means genderindipendent male and female likewise.

The bibliography is widely in german, because it refers mostly to german books

published by german publishing houses. Only in the mentioned films you can

2I think it doesn’t matter, because the corrections are marginal and most of it related to

spelling and pronunciation.
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find the english translation.

And please excuse my misspelling of ”Sid Field” in the german original. I mean,

of course ”Syd Field”.

Rolf Werner Herbert Schneider

August 22, 2018



Chapter 1

The drama in analogy to

models known from

operations research

1.1 Introduction

Is it possible, to describe things, like a drama, screenplay or other kinds of

dramatic texts, using methods practiced in the field of operations research, in

a similar, analogous manner? This paper will venture a try. Starting from the

general dramatic terms the paper put it’s focus to a special form of text in the

field of dramatic arts, the screenplay. Is that form of text generally suitable to be

taken for models controlling the storyline used on this kind of text, but generally

could be taken to such other kinds of dramatic or perhaps literal texts. So the

model we consider is in fact a meta- model for describing a dramatic storyline in

general. In this paper, we will try to get the supposed similarity of the Bellman

Model of dynamic programs in operations research and the dramatic scenebased

storyline, known in film and theater and to proof it by a analogy comparision

(so it’s not strictly mathematical). We only use the basic terms of Bellmans

model, omitting the aspect of optimization. What does mean optimization in a

dramatic context, i mentioned it before? Is it a monetary aspect, best dramatic

tension, a thrilling, exciting plotline or all of it? I don’t know.

First of all, i try to explain the analogy between Bellmans model and a

dramatic scenebased process and to proof it by comparision (how i said, not

scrict mathematical) and to get so a basic workingmodel for the subsequent

considerations. A main goal is restrict the amount of formalism in view of the

practical usability of the model. I want to dare try to bring in accordance the

4
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used terms with ideas of Prof. Dr. Manfred Pfister, described in his scientific

book ”Das Drama” [11] et.al. The so gotten model now can be refined in

reference to further details, which we try to explain in point of view and using

this model, such as plotpoints, dramatic tension and anything else of this kind

of terms and classed into the notional world of this model. In the following

Chapters i try to develop a workingmodel, using this basic approach as a root

for further considerations in the manner of check and control the developing

process of a dramatic scenebased storyline. To check the real working ability of

the model, how it can be used in the reality of dramatic business, is the next

part of this paper. It should be tried to test the model on a small but real

example scene and discussed in the conclusion at the end of the paper under

the aspect of the usability of the model and future considerations.

1.2 What could be achieved by this model?

It’s quite obvious, that there are a large amount of considerations dealing with

the problem of the development of models for structuring dramatic texts. Prob-

ably there are existing a countable amount of similar or quite matching struc-

tured models in communications- and mediatheory with a similar goal. It’s quite

difficult to know. So, i think this publication has no real unique characteris-

tic refering to the field of dramatic arts. But to get a new model, structuring

dramatic texts has its own stimulus and was a a unique challange for me as a

mathematician to dip into the field of dramatic arts in a interdisciplinary way.

The basic idea of this model and my main intention is, to give a dramatic text

shape and structure from the outset and will support the dramatic writer in

controlling the development of his storyline, to give the writer the possibility to

create a robust skeleton for the further development process. The rigid formal

structur of the model give it a corset, to avoid using control over it at any time

of the development process. Furthermore it gives the author or other people

controlling the developmentprocess the ability to analize the dramatic text in

a specific manner. Disturbed dramatic elements and other failures could be

revealed and premature eliminated (i hope so).

It could enable the dramatic author to avoid mistakes in the run-up of screen-

play development and so avoid unnecessary rework or in the worst case, the

failure of the whole work. The Term ”action” remains wittingly on a more ab-

stract level. This shall avoid considering the model in a too complex manner

and perhaps the relation text to subtext remains unconsidered.

Also terms and aspects, we can find in the dramatic analysis of Manfred Pfister,

e.g. his character analysis ([11] page 220 ff.) are also unconsiderd and were
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only mentioned, if really needed. Perhaps it could make sense to compare the

later introduced term of the ”Scenic Empathy-Matrix” with the ”constellation

of characters as a dynamic relationstructur”1([11] page 232). It’s all a very large

field of topics, which can’t be encompassed in this paper in its entire dimension.

1.3 What we don’t analyze.

In this paper we only look at the non normative aspects of the analogy model

comparision, bearing in mind the metacharacter of this model. Normative as-

pects, like statements refering to the ”Poetics” [2] of Aristoteles as a known

scheme for dramatic analyze and development, 3- or 5-act structures, the ”jour-

ney of the hero” Joseph Campbell describes in [13], are not subject of our

consideration. Thats all are only mentiend, when it’s needed and it makes sense

to use it in terms of a better discussion of our model. Also the conflict as an

main issue of dramatic theory is not subject of our consideration and would be

mentioned in case of we need it in the discussion.

The term of action should wittingly remain at an abstract level, with this deci-

sion we avoid the growth of the model to be too complex. The relationship be-

tween text and subtext with its special importance in theater and other things of

such kind describing more semantic aspects of the drama in this context remains

unconsidered. At last schemes for analyzing a drama, shown and described by

Manfred Pfister, which we can use for figural analyze ([11] page 220 ff.) also

should be unconsidered. Only if it’s necessary to be mentioned or considered in

a specific manner, e.g. the later described so called ”Scenic Empathy Matrix”

could be seen as a means or utility to analyze the ”constellation of characters

as a dynamic structure of interaction” (”Figurenkonstellationen als dynamische

Interaktionsstruktur” [11] page 232) in aspects of the relationships of the char-

acters. We will often refer to M. Pfister, always in a specific manner.

This all opens a wide range of possibilities in consideration and can’t be re-

spected in this paper.

1.4 The storyline, a dynamic program?

The main objective of this chapter is, as mentined in the introduction, to get

and delineate a model to describe a storyline, dramatic act or in other words a

scenic progression. This model should be derived from a model, the so called

”(stochasitic)2dynamic program” used in solving ”multistage (stochastic) prob-

1I hope this translation is quite correct.
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lems of optimization”. It should be used only this parts of the model and it’s

mathemetical theorie, how it is usefull to gain the facts, needed to yield the

analogic comparision of this model with a scenic progression. For other ques-

tions, the model depending, i refer to the large a mount of scientific literature,

depending on this specific field in mathematics, shown in the bibliography.

1.4.1 The dynamic program according Bellman

Bellmans dynamic program is part of the field of the so called multistaged

optimizing problems. It is defined as follows and presented explicitly. Terms of

inferior relevance are only adumbrated, to avoid needless complexity. A accurate

definition of a dynamic program can be found in [12], OR I, page 55 ff.

Definition dynamic program (in a general manner)3

A dynamic program is defined as a tupel (S, A,D, T, r, Vo, β) with the following

meanings:

1. S is defined as space of state and means a nonempty countable set.

2. A is defined as space of action and means a nonempty arbitrary set.

3. D ⊂ S × A is defined as set of restrictions or constraints1 and means a

set, for all i-cuts D(i) := {a ∈ A : (i, a) ∈ D} für i ∈ S are not empty.

D(i) is the set of permissible actions in the i ∈ S-th state.

4. T is defined as the Transitionfunction (statetransformation) from D to S.

5. N ∈ N is defined as planinghorizon or duration of a process.

6. r is defined as the single-state (periodic) function of profit.

V0 terminal function of profit.

which delivers the destinationfunction, of the dynamic optimizationprob-

lem.

Further terms are the discountingfactor β simply a computional factor

with no relevance for our analogy consideration.

The dynamic program can now be interpreted in the following manner (compare

with [12], OR I, page 57):

2In the original text in german i have forgotten the parenthesis, but, in gerneral it means

both, the stochastic and deterministic dynamic program, sorry.
3See also [1] page 5.
1or set of the permissible pairs of state and action.
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Given a system at point in time t0 in state i0 ∈ S. choseing an action

a0 ∈ D(i) according this state and get the profit r(i0, a0) belonging to

that periode The system changes its state corresponding to the so called

deterministic function of transition T or the stochastic probability of tran-

sition (see in [12], OR II, page 2) into a new state i1 ∈ S. This process is

to repeat until the end of period is arrived. We get than the overall profit

V0, optimized or maximized by this process, called valueiteration (see in

[12], OR I, page 64).

So far the basics of dynamic programs in the field of the OR. It can be applied

to solve optimization problems in investition, production and stock-holding.

1.4.2 The function of transition

In the filed of dynamic programs we distinguish between the concept of deter-

ministic and the concept of stochastic. Which is a main attribute of the function

of transition. Is it from stochastic nature, we talk not any more about a func-

tion of transition but about a transition probability. On another place in this

document we will find a suitable destinction between these concepts concerning

the view of the particular dramatic model.

1.4.3 The concept of stationarity and instationarity

A further concept omitted in the definition of a dynamic program, is the at-

tribute of stationarity or instationarity. A dynamic program is called stationary,

if it’s behaviour do not depend on the course of time, it’s time independent. The

usage of this concept will take place in the following chapters of this document.

The question is now, how we can find the analogy between a dynamic program

and a storyline, known from the dramatic arts and get a model for drama de-

velopment. To do this in the right manner, we need at first suitable concepts

borrowed from the dramatic science.

1.5 Models and concepts belonging to the dra-

matic theory of Manfred Pfister

A fully detailed description of all, the dramatic theory concerning notions can’t

be given at this place. Only the terms we need to gain the model and to describe

it in a necessary and sufficient manner should be defined. Concepts from the

dramatic theory mentioned by Pfister et.al. to get methods and tools to analize

dramatic texts should be used.
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1.5.1 The narrative and dramatic model of communica-

tion

Pfister describes in ”Das Drama” [11] based on the knowledge of the com-

munication theory two models of communication, he calls the ”narrative” and

the ”dramatic” communication model. A communictation model describes one

or more combined communication systems, describing a sender-receiver-model,

cited in german4([11] page 50):

Ein Sender übermittelt einem Empfänger eine Nachricht. Dies geschieht

über einen bestimmten Kanal, d.h. eine ”physikalisch, psychische Verbindung”

zwischen Sender und Empfänger, unter Verwendung eines, für Sender

und Empfänger gleicherma”sen verständlichen Codes, d.h. Zeichensys-

tems (semiotische Struktur).

In a straight translation into english it means:

A sender is transmitting a message to the receiver using a channel, that

means a ”physical, psychic connection” between sender and receiver, using

a system of code or symbols (a semiotic structur).

We primarily consider the ”dramatic” communication model ([11] page19 ff)

because it suffices the requirement we need to get and consider the so called

transition function also denoted as scenic transition. The narrativ or dramatic

communication model, defined by Pfister in ”Das Drama” ([11] page20 ff), de-

scribes a sender(S) - receiver(R) structur. Thereby follows a break down of the

positions between sender and receiver into ”placed over semiotic levels”. The

dramatic communication model has, compared with the narrative communica-

tion model only two levels, called the outer and inner communication system.

It can be derived from the personal narrative structure, which owns a third, so

called interfering communication level. The three communication systems can

be distinguished in the following manner:

- the inner communication system

The inner communication system describes the connection in dialog be-

tween the communicating characters. On their level, working as sender or

receiver, they have a interfering function for

- the outer communication system

The outer communication system describes the connection author - recip-

ient (it means the audience)2.

4See also [1] page 7 ff.
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- the interfering communication system

The interfering communication system can be located between the inner

and outer communication system. It is from descriptive, epic nature.

In other words, the author tells the recipient anything, using his characters from

the inner communication system as intermediators. The infering communication

system has no meaning in the pure dramatic text, but gains importance in film

as communication media, were you can see the comparability and relationship

of film and epic work in literature. The dramatic communication model can be

simply shown as:

author (S) → character (S/R) ↔ character (S/E) → recipient (R)

where are the parts of the outer communication system show in bold letters,

the parts of the inner communication system italic. The communication models,

presented at this place, are in sense of the informationtheory ”orthogonal” to the

drama model which should be developed. It means, that you can’t see anything

about the temporary aspect, the dynamic program inheres. It rather delivers

the means to characterize the scenic transitions and completes the model in

terms like ”dramatic irony” based on the discrepance of information between

the inner and outer communication system. More on this in the chapter of

placing information in the drama.

1.5.2 Story, fable, dramatic plot or storyline

A Story is, corresponding to M.Pfister ”something, which is the base of the

macrostructur of a dramatic text.” and will be defined by three elements, definig

this macrostructur (M.Pfister [11] page 265)

- The personal dimension or how Pfister say (cite in german, see also [1]

page 8, 9):

Eines oder mehrere menschliche, bzw. antropomorphe3 Subjekte.

Which means: One or more human beings or antropomorph subjects.

- The temporal dimension of timerange.

- The spatial diemnsion of the space itself.

M.Pfister says (cite in german):

2A further distinction between a ”empiric” or ”idel” author, done by M.Pfister should be

omitted, because it is going to far in our consideration.
3antropomorph means, it looks rather human.
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”Die Geschichte liegt als das Präsentierte der Darstellung zugrunde und

kann vom Rezipienten aus der Darstellung rekonstruiert werden.”

which means: you can tell a story in many ways, relying on the facts the

story is based of.

and he concluses (cite in german, see also [1] page 9):

”Verschiedenen dramatischen Texten kann ein und dieselbe Geschichte zu-

grunde liegen.”

which means: different dramatic texts can have always the same story,

but different storylines.

what, by the way, is also valid for narrative texts. The story give us only a

chronology of the events, the entirety of the connected together events, told in

a dramatic work. There are no information given on structuring the further

dramatic text based on it. It’s the task of the fable (also called myth or plot),

which delivers the following dramabuilding elements:

- causal and meaningfull relations.

- phasebuilding

- timebased and spatial redeploiments.

Laying the focus on the temporal aspect as one main base of a process, we can

find a further definition for the storyline. But at the moment there are still

more to define what we need in the following.

1.5.3 Situation, segmentation and scene

Considering the causal and temporal aspects of a storyline, we can find the term

called ”situation”. Derived from the definition of a elementary sequence of a

action proceeding defined by Bremond ([11] page 269), it is described as5

”Dreischritt von einer Situation, die eine Handlungsmöglichkeit eröffnet,

über die Aktualisierung dieser Möglichkeit zur erfolgreichen Situationsveränderung.

it means: three step from one situation offering an option to act, through

updating it to the successfull change of situation.

It means, a situation can be understoud as a currently state at a considered

point of time. The situation owns a temporal and spatial aspect, and relates on

the personal structur (relations of the characters in the broadest sense).

5See also [1] page 9.
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Segmentation

Partitioning into situations and between it, the storyline on which the situ-

ation transition bases of, requires demands related on essential factors which

determine the storyline, which can be:

- The place

- The unity of time.

- The personal unity.

- The spatial unity.

For a structural analysis it’s less significant, because of the differences between

filmmaking and theater. So we consider the scene as the tiniest segmentation

unit, which forces typicaly, citing Aristhoteles [2], the unity of place, time, and

dramatic action.

Refered to the medium of film, we can take the action sequence as next seg-

mentation unit, which has the ability putting together scenes, depending on

its spatial, temporary and logic context. Finally we can put together action

sequences to larger units, called acts. In the language of theater, then we talk

about acts, scenes and entrances. The delimitation of a scene is given through

the change of configuration, what means the change of the persons being on

stage. In manner of the structural analysis we can generalize, that scenes can

subsumed to scenical sequences, following intended, or from another sight de-

termined criteria, being subjected to another goal, relevant for the storyline,

refering to the main idea or premise of the play or screenplay in film.

Not important in this case, is the decomposition of a scene into takes. A take is

not part of a dramatic text in actual manner, it’s a stylistic device of pictorial

narrating. It’s a semiotic4 component and so a narrative, epic element, and can

be associated to the ”narrative” communication model5.

1.6 Prerequisites for the creation of the asserted

analogy to a dynamic program.

For the development of the analogy between dynamic program and a storyline

in a drama, we need some further definitions, to make this possible. For the

reader not experienced in the field of mathematics he following text seems to be

quite difficult to study and it looks rather formal and dry. But using numerous

4A system of signs.
5A doublenature of film between ”dramatic” and ”epic” narration.
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and detailed descriptions and comments, it should be possible to reveal the

substantial informations it contains.

Definition (dramatic action or the plot)6

A dramatic action (dramatic plot or only plot) shall be defined as

Stringing together continuing processes (or scenes in respect of the

dramatic arts) e.g. events, incidents or acts within discrete temporal

sections (intervalls) inside a imaginary reality.

Remark: In every cases it’s to be distinguished between dramatic action

refering to a storyline and dramatic acting, in the manner of what actors

do in a play. In the following text the terms ”event” and ”acting of a per-

son (figure or character)” shall be combined to the single term ”event”.

Furthermore the storyline can be splitted into multiple threads, not ob-

viously being causaly related, but possibly parallel and timeshifted. We

distinguish between mainplot and subplot, well known in film and dra-

matic theory. More about this in the following text. The term ”plot”

shall be later defined as ”dramatic action as a process”, to achieve a bet-

ter ability describing this kind of process more formal and underline the

affinity to the dynamic program.

These kinds of processes shall be defined as a dramatic scene in the following.

Definition (standard conditions)7

To get the analogy and ensure that there is no ambiguity, we need furthermore

some propositions, defined as the ”standard conditions” It needs a lookahead to

terms which are later exactly defined in the text. As ”standard conditions” we

define:

- A single plotline in a subsequent causal manner without flashbacks, so

that the situation at the end of a scene matches to the situation at the

beginning of the following scene.

- A scene can not be split into smaller parts, in the manner we define it (so

that means, takes does’nt matter in this case).

(Remark: take in mind, it’s always a simplified model).

These conditions ever given or can be made, using so called ”virtual scenes”

which will be later defined.

Definition (scene and scene sequence)8

6See [1] page 11.
7See also [1] page 11.
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Given a plotline, how defined before and is I ⊂ N0 a set of indices which means

a set of natural numbers ruling the sequence of the plotline.

szi with i ∈ I is called i-th scene, which means the least connected unit

of temporal continuous processes with a defined beginning and end. The

connection will be defined through the unity of place, time and action in

a aristothelic manner. (classic definition, see e.g. [11] chapter 9).

SZ is called a scene sequence or only sequence which means a continuing

sucession of scenes in manner of the priciple of cause and effect (logic of

the plot).

The scene is atomically, refering to the bounding situation and can not be split

under ”standard conditions”.

How defined, the processes are continuing, to find a reasonable description, we

have to define well determinated states inside the run of the process to make it

subsumable for a description. We call these states the beginning of the scene

and the end of the scene.

Remarks about the atomic character of a scene:

The term of scene should keep it’s atomic or unsplitable character. The change

of situation also can take place inside a scene. In this case we need to split the

scene into smaller parts. The original scene resolves into several smaller scenes.

Definition (beginning and end of a scene, change of a scene)9

Being a scene as the smallest continuing process of a plot, we call:

the beginning of a scene as the state at the beginning of a scene, which

describes the situation at this point of time.

the end of a scene as the state at or after the end of a scene, which describes

the situation at this point of time (the state after the sceneic transition,

how defined later).

the change of a scene, the real point of time, where one scene ends and

the following scene begins, the temporal boundries of the scene.

The initial state of a scene should be denoted as sai , the final state as sei . Given

SZ as a scene sequence and i as dedicated point of time, this proposition is

valid:

8See [1] page 11, 12.
6The term smallest unit is variable. In film e.g. it describes a take, which does’nt matter

in the analysis of a theater play, see [11] chaper 6.
9See [1] page 12.
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The state of the beginning of a scene sai+1 conforms the state of end of

scene sei before, if t is the real point of time changing the scene and this

proposition is valid:

sei (t)=̂s
a
i+1(t)

It’s important to remark. That this proposition is valid, it’s to force a chronol-

ogy of causality, how it’s given for scene sequence under standard conditions.

e.g. a scene in which an actor remembers occurences in the past, a so called

flashback, is in another scenic context than the scene showing the remember-

ance, the current situation. It’s also valid in cases of interacting of plot and

subplot, later defined in this paper.

Definition (scenic context, space of situations, space of actions, space of per-

sons)10

Given SZ as a arbitrary scene sequence, than means:

S the space of situation, the set of every possible states, describing a

situation at the beginning of a scene and the end of a scene.

A the space of action, the set of every possible actions of acting characters

or incidents which could be happend, putting a situation at the beginning

of a scene into the situation at the end of the scene (the scene transition).

P the space of persons, the set of persons which are the dramatic characters

of the play or screenplay (dramatis personae).

P(si) the set of persons (characters), which are part of the considered

scene, the consfiguration of a scene[11]. a scene contains every time a

subset of the superordinated space of persons of the whole play (dramatis

personea).

Definition (restrictions, permissible action, scenical transition function)11

Given S as a space of situations, A as a space of actions and P as a space of

persons.

Di := Si × Ai is defined as the set of restrictions (or constraints), the

set of all posible pairs combined from the space of situation and action

permitted at the point of time i in the drama with the following rule:

Si ⊆ S,Ai ⊆ A.

10See [1] page 13.
11See also [1] page 13.
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D(si) := {a ∈ Ai : (si, a) ∈ Di} the set of permissible actions at a specific

point of time ,due to a specific situation si at the point of time i, which

means the set of all actions suitable for a specific situation s at the point

of time i.

The scenis context SK, the union of the sets of all restrictions given for

the plot through the main idea of the plot, theme, genre7 and premise8.

T := T (si ∈ S, a ∈ A) the scene transition function (or scenic transition)

which transfers a given situation si from the space of transition S at the

point of time i in a situation si+1 at the point of time ti+1, regarding to

the given restrictions or in other words permissible actions.

One issue to the set of restrictions and to the permissible actions: The set or

restrictions refer to a specific point of time ti and contains all, what’s at this

point is possible in a scenic manner, which means, all situations of possible

plotlines and subplots given by real and virtual scenes (defined later in this

text). The set of permissible actions refers only to the given situation, which

means we normally consider the situation at the beginning of the scene and take

the actions, suitable for the considered point of time. We can simply say: The

set of the restrictions refers to the whole plot while the set of permissible actions

is related to the situation at the beginning of a specific scene. It also can be

introduced as a target function for the whole plot seen as a macrostructur or

only considering a single scene. The goal of the single scene always subordinated

the goal of the whole story, but it also bears the story. In opposite to economical

considerations and models, searching the optimum in maximizing the profit, is

here, in this case a criteria of optimum difficult to find. What is optimal refering

to a plot, a story? Is it a optimum in case of highest tension or does it mean a

minimum of information, the audience need to understand what happens in the

plot, comparable to deleting of text in the manner of modern director’s theatre.

So we can’t find a sufficient answer in the question of finding an optiumum for a

play in a general manner. The rich aestetic aspects could be a further obstacle

in finding a optimum in opposite to the narrow prospect of oeconomic thinking.

Definition (Story)12

Given a space of situations S, a space of actions A and a space of persons P.

Than we call

(S,A,P) a plot underlying story.

7We supposed the term of genre ist well known.
8The premise of a plot, a term given by Lajos Egri, see in [3] chapter I Prämisse page 19

ff.
12See [1] page 15.
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In analogy to M.Pfister is nothing given about the manner of telling the story.

1.7 Drawing the analogy.

The analogy results from comparing the definitions and by transfering des de-

scription of the course of a dynamic program to a scenic sequence:

Given the space of states S as a generalization of the space of situations, denoted

as S, the space of actions A a space refering to the actions of the characters

and what happens in the drama. Furthermore the set of restrictions (the con-

straints) and permitted actions, which are possible in a specific scenic context,

or driven by outer events. So we can get the analogy to a (stochastic) dynamic

program, which could be described in the following manner (remark: it’s an

analogic comparision and not a strictly mathematical proof13):

Given a system, which contains a sequence of scenes, considered at the

point of time t0 at the beginning of the scene szi (state of the begin-

ning or initial state). The action of the characters and the other things

which happens take place by the choise of specific actions from the set

of permitted actions, associated to the considered situation. After per-

forming the action, called the scenic transition the system remains,

respecting the causal connection in a new state of situation, called the

final situation of the scene szi at the point of time t1 : t0 < t1. Given

the standard prerequisites it is valid:

The final state of the scene i conforms to the initial state of the scene

i+ 1.

The procedure is to be repeated until the N -th scene, called the closing

scene.

T (sai (t0), a)→ sei (t1)=̂sai+1(t1), a ∈ D(i), i > 0, i < N ∀i ∈ I

T is responsible for succeeding or concurrent proceeding of the actions and

its correct succession.

This kind of considering dramatic action suggestes to denote dramatic action

as a controlled dynamic process or dynamic program. It’s inside the mentioned

dramatic communication model in respect to the dramatic author deterministic

and stochastic for the audience (the set of receivers), because it maps a stochastic

13The main parts of the proposition are bold faced for better understanding this compli-

cated sentence. See also [1] page 15 ff.
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process which happens every time in our live. A character acting controlled by

probability. One sentence in [2] page 166 is probably the best description14:

’Die ’Dichtung ist eine Nachahmung der Wirklichkeit”

Which means: poetry is the imitation of the reality.

remark: A scene could be described in the following manner:

szi := (sai (t0), a, sei (t1))

It means, a scene is determined by its initial and final state, and the actions

which happens in the scene subserve to make the mentioned transition. In

opposite to the field of operations research it is needfull to distinguish between

i as scene index and t as the real point of time, because in a situation with

non-standard prerequisties the initial state doesn’t match to the final state of a

scene.

Definition (plotline as process)15

Given a story (S,A,P) so the union

∪i∈IT (sai (t0), a)→ sei (t1)=̂sai+1(t1), a ∈ D(i), i > 0, i < N ∀i ∈ I

is called a process of dramatic action or a plot in mind of a dynamic programm.

1.8 The plot as a sequence of actions

Considering a, in such manner defined plot, the actions inside a scene16ordered

by the scenic time- and causebased chronology, so it is possible to equate the

term ”plot” with the term ”sequence”, respecting the term ”situation”. Also

considering the sequence of action under possible given criteria of optimality,

it could be possible to call the sequence of actions, in the manner of the terms

used in operations research as a so called ”optimal policy”. (see [12] OR II page

6). How i mentioned, it is difficult to say what optimality means in the field of

dramatic art and poetry.

1.9 Explanation and comment

In the large field of literature about dramatic arts and poetry, it is always

considered the sequence of actions on stage as a sequence of scenes17. Already

Aristhoteles has described in his opus magnum ”poetics” [2] a ”drama” as

14See [1] page 16.
15See also [1] page 16.
16Because of the multitude of actions a ∈ D(i) could be understoud as a n-tupel of functions

and not only as a single and simple function.
17compare with [2].
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a whole, which has a beginning, a middle part and an end.

Whereas the middle is a part between other parts or a sequence of parts, except

the beginning and the end18. Interesting for the development of a plot is the

question: In which state the situation19is at the beginning of a scene, the end of

the last scene under the so called ”standard conditions” the presupposion for the

following scenic progression and in which state the scene remains at the end of

itself, the beginning of the next scene and so on. A scene itself is characterized

by the time based course of the incidents inside the time span of the scene. Task

of the scene is to bring the state of the beginning of a scene into the state of the

end of scene. At this time things relevant to the scene change, more precise:

things of physical nature change,

things of psychological nature (the character traits of the characters)

change.

In analogy to a dynamic program we consider the two discrete points of time

ti and ti+1 the scenic progression lay between20. The scenic progression is

the transition from the state of the scene at the beginning to the state of the

scene at the end of itself in the given time intervall [ti, ti+1]. Every scene has

a goal inside the plot and the main task forwarding the plot. It underlies the

scenic context, which defines the restrictions or in other words constraints for

the space of persons and space of actions and is crucial for the preservation of

the causal connections inside and between the scenes, the the scene sequence

SZ or scenic progress. A scenic goal in kind of optimization is to forward the

plot regarding the causal context given through the main idea or premise of the

story. Criteria of optimality, such as optimal tension or a optimal scenic rythm

are difficult to find or describe.

18We can call it a trichotomic rule of the drama.
19A situation is a description for the beginning or end of a scene as the snapshot of a

moment.
20A more exact definition of the term ”secene” is given in the next chapter,how we need it

for further considerations.



Chapter 2

Development and an

advanced consideration to

the model

After drawing the analogy, the next task is to tidy up the model towards prac-

tical use in playwriting especially screenplay writing. The main goal now is, to

find a more sophisticated, greater detailed description of our model and to get

a scheme for analysis and synthesis of dramatic processes. Substantially at this

point is the question of the transition from one situation to the next situation.

How can we get this transition function, which aspects are important, to de-

termine the space of actions, the restrictions (constraints) and a right choice of

actions in the meaning of a ”optimal policy”, a sequence of actions for a good

play in dramatic manner.

2.1 Resuming definitions and theorems

2.1.1 The virtual scene

Important in this context is the term of the ”virtual scene” mentioned in the

last chapter.

Definition (Virtual Scene)1

A scene is called virtual, when it is not part of the ”shown plot”.

Virtual scenes are for development and accentuation of the plot, for a better

understanding what happens and what comes. Also cancelled scenes, describing

1See [1] page 18.

20
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the causal flow of the plot can be called ”virtual scenes”. ”Virtual scenes” can

exist in another (sub-)plotline parallel to the main plot (e.g. on another place).

A ”virtual scene” can be part of the prequel of a real shown scene. ”Virtual

scenes” can exist parallel to another real scenes in the plotline. ”Virtuall scenes”

give us the guaranty of the causality of the plotline and it creates the ”standard

conditions”.

2.1.2 Mainplot and subplot

In a dramatic play typically exist, disregarding simple plays with one or two

persons, more then one plotlines. For every configuration of persons there could

be defined further plotline connections supporting the main plotline. Task of

the subplot in the most cases is, to support the main plotline and to better

characterize the characters by interacting with other characters, which gives

them a deeper meaning makes them more well-grounded.

Axiom 1 (Begin of action, begin of the plot)2

Given a plotline, then we can say:

All plot begins at the point of time 0.

That means: Every plot has a prequel, a kind of prologue, important for our

understanding. It’s not important to show this preceding process of action in

the play. It should be only a theoretical point of the beginning of the actual

story. It’s the point of beginning of the union of prequel and story, called the

point 0 or ”zeropoint”.

So bring to your mind the prequel of the story, which is important to put the

story into shape, recommended by books, refering to drama and screenplay.

2.1.3 The dynamics of a scene

A additional term, called the ”scene dynamics”, is given for better describing

the sceneic transition function.

Definition (scene dynamics)3

Sdyn := Sdyn(t ∈ [ti, ti+1]) is called the ”dynamics of a scene” or

”scene dynamics”.

The scenic transition, it means the transition function as a function of the space

of action and the space of persons is a measure of the change of situation, with

the questions:

2See [1] page 19.
3See also [1] page 19.
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- How fast changes the situation, it means how long is the interval of time

from one situation to the next.

- How big is the ”measure of changing” the states in relation from the

considered situation to the next.

- In which direction the situation changes (plotpoint as a keyword).

In a simpler manner of description: How fast, in which dimension and which

direction things changes inside a scene. The derivative with respect to time

considering the model in a mathematical manner, where the slope is given by

the time of the process and the amount of the, the situation altering issues, it

means:

- Spatial things alter (aspect of space).

- Relationship between characters alter (aspect of emotion).

The aspect of direction, the second derivative in the matematical manner should

be neglected.

There is another additional aspect, related to the just defined term ”dynamic

of a scene”. It is very important for the development of tension and should

explain anything about the nature of tension. But first, at the beginning of the

next chapter, we look at the term of tension, it’s fundamental significance for

the drama and it’s classification inside the described model.

2.1.4 The temporal provision of information (gap of infor-

mation, situational or dramatic irony)

At this place, we consider a very important aspect, the aspect of the ”tem-

poral provision of information”. Terms like ”dramatic irony” or ”tension” are

connected with it in a very strong manner. A exact description what tension

means, is following in a later chapter. To avoid ambiguity errors: ”dramatic

irony” does’nt mean ”irony in a drama” (compare with [11] page 87). It means

in fact4:

”Die ironischen Widersprüche, die sich aus der Interferenz des inneren

und äu”seren Kommunikationssystems ergeben.”

or in english: The ironic contradictions as a result of the interference of the

inner and outer communication system and it means further:

4See [1] page 20, 21.
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”Sie tritt immer dann auf, wenn die sprachlichen Äu”serungen oder das

au”sersprachliche Verhalten einer Figur für den Rezipienten aufgrund seiner

überlegenen Informiertheit eine, der Intention der Figur widersprechende

Zusatzbedeutung erhält.” ([11] page 88)

or in english: It occurs in case of the predominance of information the recipient

has and delivers an additional the acting character contradicting meaning for

whom looking at the utterance or non verbal acting of the character.

To say it in simple words: We distinguish two sides, refering to the ”dramatic

communication model” M. Pfister describes refering to the ”temporal provision

of information”. The sight to the ”inner model of communication model” in

relationship to the ”outer communication system”. In other words, we get the

question: What relation exists between the ”temporal provision of information”

of the recipient of the play and the ”temporal provision of information” of

the acting characters. We can distinguish three basic posibilities of ”temporal

provision of information”5:

- Advance of the recipient (audience), mostly in the manner of ”dramatic

irony”.

- Equvalence of information (or congruence).

- backlog of information.

In most cases of dramatic action associated with ”dramatic irony” there are

an advance of information, between the audience and the acting characters

(compare with [11] page 81). The audience, informed by scenes of the subplot,

is in the knowledge of facts, the acting characters are not aware of and so

”contradicting the intention” of the characters. On this also consist another

design element of films, called ”suspense”.6 A typical example of what this

means, we can find in the classic genre of crime movies and spy movies (keyword:

Alfred Hitchcock). The audience knows, depending of a former scene (e.g. from

the subplot), where a assasinator places a bomb under a table in a restaurant,

the main actors are in great danger, what they at the same time as acting

characters don’t know, because of the missing knowledge what has happend in

the mentioned scene in the subplot.

In case of backlog of information it appears another kind of basic dramatic

element, especially used in crime movies, which can be cathegorized as the

”who has done it” movies. Who is the offender?7. In a very trivial manner he

5The term ”dramatic irony” is used in this case to simplified for all kinds of the ”temporal

provision of information”. You can find more sophisticated consideration of this term in [11]

page 67 ff.
6It means nothing else as ”tension”, but is describing another kind of it.
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does know what he has done (basically considering the typical represents of this

cathegory of movies), information hidden the eyes of the audience, he has an

advance of information in opposite to the recipients. The intention against the

audience is to slip into the role of the detective and to try to understand his

ideas and acting.

This example simultanously delivers a variant in case of the ”equivalence of

information”. Should the drama reveal the inner intensions of the offender, it

means , is the focus of story to show the inner (and outer) development of the

offender? It is possible to show the crime at the begining of the story. In this case

the audience knows who has done this and if it is wanted by the screenplay writer

simultanialy knows, what the offender knows and see the detectives poking

around in the dark8.

2.1.5 Plotpoints

Plotpoints or Turning points how this kind of elements of drama are called, we

can understand as a kind of ”gradient” or ”slope” of scenedynamic in a rather

mathematical manner, as moments of the ”greatest changes” of situations, or

in a very straight meaning ”turning points”. It means elements of plotdesign,

like reversals and other changes in action ([7] page 210), turning a story into

another direction (compare to Syd Field, german edition ”Drehbuchschreiben

für Fernsehen und Film” [4] about Plot Points page 75 ff). The dramatic science

distinguish in this case three kinds of turns (compare to [7] page 210).

- The turning point of a character

denoting the change in quality of action of a character, influenced by outer

events or decisions.

- The turning point of a scene

denotes the change in quality of the relations between the characters

among themthelves.

- The turning point of the fable or tale denotes the change of course of the

whole scenic sequence or staging of a drama.

Important for our consideration of a simplified scenic model is in the first place

the turning point of a scene and the turning point of the fable or tale. For a

simpler consideration, we don’t distinguish between these kinds of turningpoints.

In the following part of this text we also use only the simpler term ”plotpoint”.

A plotpoint in fact or more precise the development of a plotpoint is able to

7”Who’s done it” classifies a specific kind of crime stories or crime movies.
8In this case we find, comparable to the first case a advance of information between the

audience and (a part of) the acting characters.
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cover more then one scene or situations, the ”turn” in the proper meaning of

words is built in a gradual manner. Scenes, preparing a plotpoint, owning the

following attributes:

The step-by-step restriction9of the space of action defined for the single

characters.

Given D(i) as a subset of the set of restrictions, the so called ”possible” actions

at the point of time i, so is valid:

|D(i)| > |D(i+ 1)|

It means the ”cardinality” (|..|) of the set or restrictions decreases, particularly

the set of permitted actions inside a considered scene in the scenic course. Es-

pecially at a forced point of time. This enforces a specific decision of a character

(normally the main-actor or the protagonist) turning the course of the story-

line inside a scene contained in the plotpoint influencing scenes with a high

probability.

2.2 Interference between parallel plotlines (in-

duction).

Plot and subplots can be build in such a specific manner, that one can take

influence to the other. In the most cases the task of the subplot is to do this.

We can say a plot or subplot induces an effect to the other10and can so deliver

guidelines for the development in the timebased course of this plot or subplot or

take influence to a plot running in a specific direction to turn this direction into

another inside the temporal development of the curse of the story. We can talk

in this context about a ”scenic transition, induced from outside”, being achieved

by the interference of plotlines. There is no need of temoral parallelism, so it

is possible, that one event in one plotline take influence to another event in

another plotline at a later point of time with granted causality.

On the other hands we can talk about a ”pure interference”, when one plotline

does’nt take influence to another plotline in a direct or immediate manner.

2.3 The role of a virtual scene.

Considering the possible influence of plotlines together, the virtual scene obtains

a specific meaning. Not in every case it is wanted to show the reason of what

9It’s a model-like simplification for the author of the drama or the script-consultant. actions

with less probability can be simply deleted from the set of restrictions.
10In analogy to the physical definition of the term induction.
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happens later (action and reaction). Even though the ”virtual scene” is needed

for the dramatic author, to show him the causal connection. It gives him the

ability, in writing out this, to obtain a better look at a problem and it’s further

solution. A ”virtual scene” warrants the causal connections of the events.

2.4 Controlling the scenic action

2.4.1 Space of actions and the set of restrictions

At this point we take the look again to the ”space of actions” and the ”set

of restrictions”. We need a more specific description of these terms, to make

the things more comprehensible refering to the terms of ”transition function”

or ”scenic transition”. The term ”space of action” simplifies a set of processes

which are in its nature quite difficult and too much complex following a simple

description then the space of action defined for the so called dynamic program

described by Bellman. It can be separated into:

- An action or activity a ∈ D depending on the decisions made by a char-

acter.

- Events g ∈ G, not depending on the immediate action of a character,

which can separated into

- Events, independent of the acting of characters.

- Events, depending on the indirect influence of the action of charac-

ters.

where G is defined as permissible space of happenings (events), it means

the set of what can happen at the considered point of time i in a scenic

context not depending on the direct acting of characters.

and delivers so more dramaturgical means which can be used, creating a ”scenic

transition”, which we will describe in a formal more precise manner later in this

text.

2.4.2 Stationary and instationary

As mentioned above, is the term or attribute ”stationary” of prime importance,

primarily in predefinition of the acting characters, the dramatis personae (or cast

in film). Following this term, got from the operations research (OR) repersents

the term ”startionary” the independness of time, a substancial term in connec-

tion with the dramatic theory. This means ”stationary attributes” are ”basic

attributes”, independent from the temporal course and valid in general.
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As a consequence ”Instationary” is everything what isn’t ”stationary” and it

means everything, attributes and elements changing in the temporal course of

the drama. Especially considering the character traits of a character it gets it

relevance, because we can find stationary attributes in a stationary manner, in

other words: given by the nature. Related to a character it’s e.g. the ”physiog-

nomy” and in case of characters with a so called ”static character”, a character

which does’nt change its attitude. For Lajos Egri ([3] page 139 ff and [1] page

25) the protagonist is a character with static11character traits, which has more

influence to the development of the other characters around him, but for other

authors of literature in this field the protagonist is the character with the highest

potential of change, who inheres the greatest conflict of all characters12.

2.4.3 The ”scenic transition”. How does it work?

First of all, we have to clear up all misunderstandings and contradictions, hap-

pend before refering to the ”scenic transition”. Given a ”scenic transition” as13:

T (sai (t0), a)→ sei (t1)=̂sai+1(t1), a ∈ D(i), i > 0, i < N ∀i ∈ I

In words it means: The ”transition function” T of the i-th scene under standard

conditions, which transfers the situation at the beginning of a scene sai into the

situation at the end of a scene sei+1 is the choice a of one or more actions of

the acting characters and the choice of events or happenings g from the set of

restrictions, more precisely the permissible actions and events or happenings at

the point of time i in the range of time [t0, t1].

The verbalization of the ”scenic transition” in this manner does nothing say

about of the kind and character of the chosen actions. It is a deliberate decision

to formulate the model not more precise. Normally it’s ment a series of actions,

it could be a single action a, done by a character, e.g. the protagonist or a

set of simultanously running actions, mathematically presentable as an n-tupel.

Because normally it isn’t possible to show this circumstances in a strong formal

mathematical manner, it is permissible to simplify it in the way, discussed here.

Actions a and happenings g should be summarized under the common notion

11It seems to be a little misunderstanding. It is ment in the manner, how L.Egri has

written in [3] at page 141: ”... Das Wachstum der Schlüsselfigur darf niemals so extrem sein,

wie das der anderen Charaktere...” oder auf S.142 ”... Die Schlüsselfigur kann die gleiche

emotionale Intensität wie sein Gegenspieler besitzen, doch sein Entwicklungsspielraum mu”s

kleiner sein...”, in summary it means, that the growth of the main character should’nt be

greater than the growth of other characters in the drama.
12For all authors in common, is the understanding of the protagonist, as the character with

greatest conflict inside the drama.
13See [1] page 25.
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a.

What we have up to now developed, in a simplifying, abstract manner describ-

ing dynamic models of action, should be taken, to get a deeper look inside to

develop tools for development and analysis of dramatic processes. We limit our

consideration of happenings and actions, which transfers one situation to the

next, it means, which forms and determines the content of a scene. Basically we

look at the following influences, which determines the course of a scenic process,

the transition:

- The acting of characters, determined by the decisions for specific actions

and its execution.

- The outer influences, not determined by the acting of the characters.

- The outer influences, as a result of the causal acting of the characters.

So we have to bear in mind the following facts to create a scheme for development

and analysis of dramatic work.

- What’s the initial situation of a scene, refering to:

- The emotional relations of the characters.

- The outer facts, given by the environment, milieu and the historic

context.

Which facts are invariant (stationary) or temporal variant (instationary)?

What is the goal of the scene, it means: what is the final state of the scene

to be brought to, in reference to the causal connection, respecting:

- The emotional relations of the characters at the end of the scene (the

following situation).

- The instationary facts, the circumstances changed, looking back at

the beginning of the scene.

How can the goal enqueued in the whole context of the storyline?

2.4.4 The role of the plotpoints refering to the model

After definition what a plotpoint means and plotpoints preraring scenes in the

chapters before, now we ask the question: how can we use this all controlling

the course of the plotline. Knowing that the preparation of a plotpoint spreads

over several scenes (simple one or more then one) until the acting characters will

change the direction of the story, it is important, to show the recipient the causal

connected course controlled by suitable choices of actions of the characters,
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refering to the goal, in this case the defined plotpoint. Here we consider the

”transiton function” of the scenes, refering to the plotpoint in the discussed

manner. We can ask the question: which attributes are needed to work refering

to plotpoints. Looking back to the previous definitions we can define:

Given P as a Plotpoint and szj the j-th successive associated scene,then is valid

for the ”scenic transition”:14

T (saj (t0), a)→ sej(t1)=̂saj+1(t1), a ∈ D(j), |D(j)| > |D(j + 1)| ∀j ∈ I

Plotpoints are characterized by a series of ”scenic transitions” aiming at a spe-

cific decission of the dominant acting15character. It means, the scenes, con-

nected to the plotpoint P typically have the attribute that the set of permittable

actions decreases in a (strongly) monoton manner. The protagonist loses more

and more a greater diversity of choices cummulating at the end, the reached

plotpoint, in one single possible or probable choice. The monotony is given un-

til the acting character has reached the plotpoint, it means chosen the action to

change the direction of the story. Considering the affected scenes preparing the

plotpoint we could speak about a optimal policy in manner of the operations

research. This kind of plotpoints have accelerating effects to the course of the

plotline, subjective perceptible.

2.4.5 Plotpoints with a retarding character

Was the main issue in the last part of the text the term of acceleration, so we

now take a took at its opposite. The term of a retarding plotpoint needs its

own, and at this place highly necceassary description. The term ”retarding” is

derivated from the 4-th act, the falling action of the classic closed play in five acts

and there the moment of final suspense, the term ”retarding” in german called

”retardierendes Moment” is a synonym for the point of gaining hope before the

inevitable catastrophy happens[6], and it means in this case the following: At

this point of time, the set of restrictions increases and shows more alternatives

of action. So called ”retarding plotpoints” could be shown by the following

modified representation of the restriction function shown above:

T (saj (t0), a)→ sej(t1)=̂saj+1(t1), a ∈ D(j), |D(j)| < |D(j + 1)| ∀j ∈ I

It means: After applying the ”scenic transition” TPj the dominant acting char-

acter owns an extended, modified space of actions. Typically another aspect

becomes important:

14See [1] page 27.
15Dominant acting means: having a great influence to the course of the plotline, typically

the protagonist is acting dominant.
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The aspect of weighting, it means, the decisions of action should be focused

upon the new alternatives of action.

This aspect decreases the set of restrictions, now in reference to the choice of

the new alternatives of actions. We also can talk about a ”substitution” of

permissible actions. At this point a real example:

Considering the so called ”second plotpoint” inside a scheme of three acts in

the classic american way writing screenplays[4], the ”second plotpoint” brings

the story the turn into direction of a positive solution of the main conflict in

the third act. It is characterized by showing the protagonist new alternatives

of action, the protagonist not has had before. The alternatives of action should

now be weighted to force the protagonist chosing the only plausible action to

drive the story after transition iinto the third act towards a positive solution of

the main conflict.

2.5 The term ”tension” on different levels of

segmentation

Hint: It’s the place of the former subsection number 2.4.6. in the german original text.

2.5.1 A short description what ”tension” is

Hint: It’s the place of the former subsection number 2.4.7.

Beginning with the term ”provision of information” we will discuss the nature

of ”tension”, what ”tension” is and how ”tension” works, the mechanism of

tension to put it in our considered model.

Tension as an ”expectation of the ending”, it means the anticipability of the end

in a simple manner, normally consists on ”partiellen Informiertheit von Figur

und oder dem Rezipienten in bezug auf die folgende Handlungssequenz”. ([11]

page 141 ff), what means: A ”partial information” a character has and or the

recipient in reference to the following sequence of actions. We can test it in a

suitable manner, if we look at the borderline cases, Pfister describes [11] at page

142 and what is called by him16:

- ”totale Informiertheit der Figur oder des Rezipienten” which means char-

acter or recipient are totally informed.

- ”totale Offenheit oder Vorhersagbarkeit der fiktiven Zukunft.” which means

everything is totally open you can’t say anything about the future.

16See [1] page 28.
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This borderline cases are describing states with no tension. In other words: If

everything is known about the characters, their behaviour and the ending of the

story. There is no need of further information, the story isn’t worth to be told.

So all kinds of tension consists of a gap in information, but how it looks alike?

On which mechanism it depends on? M. Pfister tell us the following facts. But

before we talk about this, we look at the tension quite more exactly. We talk

about:

structural tension,

if the tension speard over the whole text, it means: ”the arc of tension

over the whole text”. It characterizes also the ”final tension”.

textural tension,

it describes sequence or scenerelated arcs of tension, which can appear

side-by-side or inside the other. In this case we talk about the ”detail

tension”.

And now the facts for a better separation of tension (compare to [11] page 144

ff)17:

- Der Grad der Identifikation des Rezipienten mit der Figur, die das ”Sub-

jekt der folgenden Handlungssequenz” ist.

Which means: The degree of identification of the recipient with the char-

acter called the ”subject of the following sequence of action”.

- Das Element der Fallhöhe (aus der klassischen Theorie), d.h. ”das Span-

nungspotential wächst mit der Grösse des involvierten Risikos” (Ständeklausel

u.ä.).

Which means: The extent of the hero’s dramatic fall (from the classic

dramatic theory), which means ”the potential of tension increases with

the size of the involved risk” (know as the estate-clause).

- Die Abhängigkeit des Spannungspotentials von der Anzahl (d.h. quanti-

tativen) und ”Pointiertheit” zukunftsorientierter Informationen.

Wich means: The dependence of ”potential of tension” from the amount

and pointedly informations.

- Zeitliche Terminierung, d.h. Zeitdruck unter dem die handelnden Figuren

stehen.

Which means the pressure of time under which the characters act.

17See [1] page 29.
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- Informationswert der folgenden Handlungssequenz. D.h. je geringer die

Wahrscheinlichkeit des Eintritts eines Ereignisses im Kontext der antiziperen-

den Hypothesenbildung von Figur und oder Rezipienten ist, desto höher

ist auch das Mass an Spannung. Wobei der Grenzwert des Unmöglichen,

Irrealen oder absolut unwahrscheinlichem nicht überschritten werden darf.

D.h. ”jenseits dieses Grenzwertes bricht das Spannungsfeld von Nichtwissen

und antiziperender Hypothesenbildung zusammen, auf dem die Spannung

beruht”.

It means: The value of information of the following sequence of action,

which means, the lesser the probability an event happens in context with

the antipicating formation of hypotheses of the character and or the recip-

ient, the more is the amount of tension under the premise, that the limit

value of the unposibility or irreality shoud not be exceeded. It means:

”Beyoned this limit value the field of tension between unknowing and an-

ticipating formation of hypothesis does break down or implodes”.

Amending the last issue we can say: If very unprobable events happens, this

generates no tension but only a very pointshaped effect of unexpected surprise.

The whole genre of the ”splatter movies” work with this dramatic tool taking

a single effect and superpose it with a final tension. It works and leads to a

high tension because of the genre knowledge and the thereby arising ability of

anticipation of the audience.

Interoperation of the terms of tension

A dramatic text must not contain necessarily a final arc of tension. If it’s

missing, we talk about a ”episodic story”, the final tension is the result of the

sum of the ”partial-” or ”detail tensions”. Otherwise we can see, that by a

given ”final tension” the sum of tension is bigger then a simply summation of

the partial dramatic arcs. The final tension ever intensifies the ”partial-” or

”detail tension”. It is valid to say: ”The whole is more then the sum of all it’s

single parts”.

2.5.2 The term of tension in a dynamic program

Hint: It’s the place of the former subsection number 2.4.8.

After introducing the classic term of tension in the manner of the science of

literature, we now survey how we can use this term of tension in our, similar

to the dynamic program developed model of action. We can find a term of

optimization, suitable for our model to obtain a kind of optimization criteria

with a simple attribute of mesurability. It means: How can we tell a story with
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the highest amount of tension. But at the same time we have to regard, that

high tension isn’t suitable for all kind of stories, so it’s a question of weighing

up with the questions of the esthetic intension. But it’s should not be the issue

of our consideration. We can say now in a idealized manner:

A maximum of tension could be a function of destination, or partially a

main aspect of the model in analogy to dramatic action.

So we have the following question to the model:

- The questions about the stationary set of restrictions.

- The questions about the instationary set of restrictions.

- The question about the transitionfunction, the scenic transition.

In other words: If tension is an attribute of dramatic action, possible to optimize,

which requirements we have to develop the considered dramatic model?

attributes of stationarity

How described before, tension depends as well on startinoary as instationary

facts. It should be exemplified considering the term of the extent of the hero’s

dramatic fall, a high risk with a high potential of failure for the character. Main

actors in the classic drama are mostly aristocrats18, because a failure in the

social historical context of the characters is a measure of the highest loss. In

other words the nobility has more to lose, depending on the social state, repute

and goods then civil persons. Establishing the extent of the hero’s dramatic fall

for a character is a stationary attribute, an attribute of the character traits of

the character. Related to the dramatic model it means:

By definig the character the extent of the hero’s dramatic fall will be

established and with it the basic space of action of this character, the

rules the character acts, the decisions of actions the character has to make

to.

Ignoring dramas of absurd kind and considering dramas respecting the rules and

principles of a causal course of the plotline, a precise definition of a character

give us the basic set of actions the character can use for acting, the basic for

the development of tension.

Stationary attributes are normally exposing attributes, it means it should be

used in the parts of exposition of the plotline.

Another considerable stationary attribute is the discussed attribute of ”final

18Ständeklause, engl.: estate-clause
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tension”, which is defined in main by formulating the story or the premise, in

words of Lajos Egri ([3] page 19 ff.). Purpose of the model now, is to show

the movement of the plot in sense of the ”final tension” mentioned before. It

means: moving towards the end of the plot resolving the tension and solving all

conflicts19.

Instationary attributes

At this point the model can do more. The terms ”stationary” or ”instation-

ary” implies the temporal course, the sucessions and changes of the process

paramters.

We now want to develop schemes to work with dramatic models. In this context

we also consider how the instationary attributes like:

- The tension of detail, depending on the course of the plotline.

- Holding up the causal connections.

- A wellformed change between tension and easing of tension (relaxation),

which means: successing and or superposing of the arcs of tension in

different intnesity and rythm.

can be conntrolled by the scheme inside the model.

2.6 Summary

Hint: It’s the place of the former section number 2.5.

Considering the drama in a manner of literatural science as a sequence of situa-

tions transfered or converted into each other, we can see indeed the analogy to a

dynamic program of the operations research in a generalized manner, abandon-

ing of many attributes important for considering such models in a mathematical

stronger manner, because of problems of quantification, also described by M.

Pfister. We could explain different terms of the dramatic theory and harmonize

it with the model20. In the text beyond we try to develop schemes which allow

us using the model for real work, in reference to the aspects of controlling the

attributes shown before in this chapter. We can call the model a meta-model,

because it’s only for structural synthesis and analysis and is independent from

the models of the classical dramatic theory. So it does’nt matter if we use it to

describe a 3-act model or a 5-act model, a closed or a open drama. We should

be able to work with all of it, using this model and the schemes. If we need a

special model, so i will refer to this at the given time.

19At this point we talk about a closed drama.
20e.g. the term of ”plotpoints” and ”retarding plotpoints”.



Chapter 3

A scheme to describe the

course of a plotline.

The question is now: How can we make it possible to describe a situation, refer-

ing to the persons in a drama (dramatis personae), supporting these task in

such a manner, to satisfy the requirements mentioned and described before in

kind of scene development underlying a scenic goal and the transition functions

in connection with this issue?

Limited to the range of aspects, we called ”things of physical nature” in the

last chapter, the ”empathic states” of a character, we look at their connections.

How can we show these connections? Usually we can take a so called ”directed

graph” (or ”digraph”), an element of describing processes in the ”graph the-

ory” in the mathematical combinig theory or informational science. Two nodes,

which repersents a character in our case are connected by two edges representing

the relations of the characters among each other. But it’s better, to show this

in using a special kind of a so called ”adjacense matrix”1used in the field of the

information theory, an extended ”adjacense matrix” we call it the ”Scenic Em-

pathy Matrix” or in short the ”Empathy Matrix” (abrev. EM). The ”Empathy

Matrix” is a means, showing the emotional relations between the persons in a

drama. But first of all we have to define another scheme, which should help

us to determine the attributes of the character of a figure and it’s destination

inside the drama.

Remark: In the following text the index i is in an ambiguous manner. As an

index for the row of a matrix and as an index for the time. A misunderstanding

1A scheme, which shows the relations of the nodes inside a graph is called an ”adjacense

matrix”. For a more sophisticated discussion, you can find much about it in the large amount

of mathematical or informatical literature.

35
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should be exclude by the context in wich these index is used.

Definition (The Person Character Matrix)2

Given P ⊂ P as the subset of characters in the space of persons P appearing

in a drama, respectivly Pi ⊂ P, i ∈ I the set of characters, appearing in a scene,

the scenic configuration.

The Person Character Matrix (PCM) is a rectangular scheme, used to

describe the attributes of the character of a person. The rows of the

scheme contains the person, the columns their attributes.

The PCM shows primarily the ”stationary” attribtes of a character (see

the chapters before).

The PCM on its part is a meta model, at this place it should not be deter-

mined3how to describe the attribute of the character of a figure. Incitations

therefor can be find in [11] and [3] and the rich field of american literature for

screenplay writers.

Definiton (The Empathy Matrix)4

Given P ⊂ P as the subset of characters in the space of persons P appearing

in a drama, respectivly Pi ⊂ P, i ∈ I the set of characters, appearing in a scene,

the scenic configuration.

A (scenic) ”matrix of empathy” is a rectangular scheme, which describes the re-

lationship between the persons to themselves and together. One characteristics

of the EM is the attribute of ”instationarity”.

EM := (em)i=1..m,j=1..n is called ”Matrix of Empathy” or ”Empathy

Matrix” (EM).

EMa
i := (em)ii=1,..m,j=1..n is called the ”Empathy Matrix” of the initial

situation of the i-th scene.

EMe
i := (em)ii=1,..m,j=1..n is called the ”Empathy Matrix” of the final

situation of the i-th scene.

Under standrad conditions is valid:

EMe
i =̂EMa

i+1

2See [1] page 34.
3As a suggestion we can classify the persons by physical, psychological and sociological

aspects, shown by L. Egri (compare to [3]) chapter II Charakter page 60 ff.
4See also [1] page 34.
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It means: The relations between the characters in the final situation of

the considered scene corresponds to the relations between the characters

in the initial situation of the next scene.

The fields (or cells) emij of the matrix are showing the relationsships of the

persons together, which means: emij contains the description of the person a

in row i to the person b in column j, in other words a feels anything for b (map:

a→ b). Contrariwise the field (or cell) emji shows the relation of b to a (map:

b→ a).

The transition into another situation, it means from EM i to the following

EM i+1 is effected by the transition function T . Where is valid:

T (EMa
i (t0), a)→ EMe

i (t1)=̂EMa
i+1(t1), a ∈ D(i), ∀i ∈ I

In other words: The transition function or scenic transition T transfers the

relationships of the persons by chosing the right or suitable actions into a state,

the situation at the ending of the scene neccesitates, regarding:

1. The intention of person a refering to person b (and contrariwise).

2. What method the person takes to reach this goal.

3. In which context are the single goal(s) of the persons to the main goal of

the scene.

4. Is there a ”non-personal” goal person a wants to achieve.

These issues are to associate (or adjungate) to the particular field (of relation-

ship) emij of the EM , shown in an later example in this text.

remark: EM without an index is the denotation of the ”Empathy Matrix”

generally or at the beginning of the storyline, in which all relevant characters

of the plot should be put on. In general we can say: The ”Empathy Matrix”

in its kind of structur, should us enable to get informations about the so called

”configuration” and the ”figural constellation” of a drama in words of M. Pfister

(compare to [11] chapter 5). But we don’t want to discuss it at this place. I

again refer to ([11] page 220 ff.)

3.1 The process of scenic course

It is possible to discuss the course of a plotline or so called ”scenic course”

described by the dramatic model in a more mathematical manner, in a more

formal description, what we want to do now. It is called the ”relationship

dramatic course”-scheme or better the ”relation course scheme” (RCS) with the
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german abbrevation BVS (to show what it means, look at the end of the next

definition).

Definition (BVS or RCS)5

Given a sequence of scenes SZ. A scheme describing the transition of the state

at the beginning of a scene into the state at the end of a scene is called a BVS

(or RCS). It explains the course of a scenic process as a dynamic program in a

formal manner.

...→ EMa
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

EMe
i−1=̂EMa

i

→ T (EMa
i , a)→ EMa

i+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
EMe

i =̂EMa
i+1

→...

Then szai is defined as the ”situation at the beginning of a scene”, what means

the state of relationships between the persons at the beginning of a scene, szei

as the ”situation at the end of a scene”. This situation is to put into the EM .

Description: Given sai as the situation at the beginning of the i-th scene,

represented by the, at the point of time t0 valid EMa
i . Using the transition

function T related to the permissible actions a ∈ D(i) the BVS- (or RCS-)

process is transfered into the state at the point of time t1, the situation at the

end of the i-th scene, what is equal to the situation at the beginning of scene

i+ 1 refering to the standard conditions (sei =̂s
a
i+1) and the ”Empathy Matrix”

at the end of the scene EMa
i+1. This are the given basic terms. How we can use

it and its particular meanings, should be described in the following chapters.

Remark: BVS is the german abbrevation for ”Beziehungs-Verlaufsschema”

and could be used in german and english, but you can also use the english

abbrevation RCS for ”relation course scheme”.

5See [1] page 36.



Chapter 4

Properties of the EM and

the BVS- (or RCS-) process

4.1 Properties of the EM

4.1.1 Structural properties

As structural properties we will denote the properties refering to the structure

of the scheme and not to its content. You should be aware of this every time

you look at this scheme.

The ”Empathy Matrix” (EM) has the following structural properties1:

Symetry. The EM ist always build in a structural symetric manner, it

means: for every field showing a relationship a→ b is given a field, showing

the relationship b→ a.

The main diagonal shows the”inner relationship” of a person a → a, the

relationship to her- or himself (or itself).

4.1.2 Properties of the content

The structural properties are not referable to the content. So is valid2:

assertion: The ”Empathy Matrix” is (normally) not symetric in reference to

its content.

Proof: Assumption: the EM should be symetric, then is valid for all relation-

ships:

a→ b⇒ b→ a, d.h. emij = emji

1See [1] page 37.
2See also [1] page 37.

39
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Given now: a→ b expressed by ”a feels sympathy for b”, but, in the other case

is valid ”b doesn’t like a”, the assumption isn’t complied (emij 6= emji) which

was to be proofen.3

Further properties:

A field emij in an EM has not to be filled. E.g. a is a ”quiet admirer” of

b but b doesn’t know anything about a.

All the fields in the main diagonal of an EM are filled, because of the

inner relationship of a person itself.

4.2 The beginning of the plotline, the beginning

of action

The plotline we want to show using the ”Empathy Matrix”, begins, refering to

practical reasons, at the end of the exposition of a drama. At this time the

relevant persons of the drama should be known. In other cases the fields of the

EM should be remain empty. The first ”empatymatrix” is to be denoted only

as EM . She contains all persons, relevant for the plotline.

4.3 Properties of the EM

Given P ⊂ P as the subset of the charactersl from the space of persons P in a

drama, respectivly Pi ⊂ P, i ∈ I the set of the persons appering in a scene, the

scenic configuration.

The completly connected EM

Completly connected is an atrribute we use, refering to the term completness[9]

[10] in the ”graph theory”, qualifying an EM in which every person has a

relationship to another person contained in the ”Empathy Matrix”. Which

means: every action of a person has an effect to another person in the scheme.

In other cases there are given the following possibilities:

Transitive EM

An EM is called transitiv if all persons stay in relationship in a indirect manner,

it means, if it possible to build a so called ”transitiv hull’4, so that it is possible,

3A proof of contradiction.
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that person c is influenced by person b which is influenced by person a. An

indirect change of the emotional state of person c.

Blocks of persons (Clusters)

If it’s possible, to build nonconnected blocks inside the EM, we can call the

EM clusterizable. Is this not quite evident, so it is possible to reassemble the

EM in such a manner to achieve this. eaxple therefor are episode stories with

nonconnected partial plots where a group of persons acts independent to the

other. A special kind of a structure in blocks inside an EM are so called systems

of double protagonists.

4.4 Block diagonals and double protagonists

Sometimes it is necessary to combine some attributes contradicting characters

have, to create a new character gaining these attribute, e.g. a brainless strong

guy combined with a very smart little dwarf. We call it a double protagonist.

To ”personate” them, we have to put the two characters ”squarewise” into the

scheme as show below. We get a block matrix aligned in direction of the main

diagonal we will denote as the ”block diagonal” emp. It shows the ”inner atti-

tude” of such an ”double character” and contains in the ”main diagonal line”

the ”inner attitude” of one single person and in the other fields the relationship

between both, called the ”outer relationship” inside the ”double protagonist”

(remark: it means not the outer relationship to the rest of the persons in the

drama). In summary we get a so called ”inner overall structure” of the double

character related to itself, which makes it possible to delimit the conflicts of the

double character as ”inner conflicts” to the ”outer conflicts” in relation to the

rest of the persons.

This arrangement give us a better structurization of these combined characters

(the double protagonists). In other words, the ”block diagonal” emp we’ve got-

ten, shows not only the ”inner conflict” of the character(s) itself. It shows the

relationship of the protagonists among themselfs, which shows the ”attitude of

the whole character” projected outside. A ”block” means the ”whole or total

conflict” of the combined character.

Example: A kind of ”double protagonist” give us the combination of the char-

acters ”Leon” and ”Mathilda” in ”Leon der Profi” [15].

4”transitiv hull’ is called a set of connections, given indirect by other connections, e.g.

it’s possible to be connected to everybody in the world, knowing someone, how does know

someother, how does know ..., Only 4 - 7 connectionlevels are necessary for knowing everybody.
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EM ... Leon Mathilda ...

... ... ... ... ...

Leon ... em11 em12 ...

Mathilda ... em21 em22 ...

... ... ... ... ...

Given P = (L ∪M) the union of the characters L (Leon) and M (Mathilda)

building the double protagonist P , then it’s to be claryfied:

The inner conflicts of the single characters:

em11, it means the attitude of L to himself.

em22, it means the attitude of Mto herself.

The outer conflicts of one single character in relation to the other:

em12, d.h. The relationship of L to M .

em21, d.h. The relationship of M to L.

So we get the mentioned ”block matrix” (submatrix) inside the ”main diagonal”:

emp = (
em11 em12

em21 em22

)

denoted as ”block diagonal”. Looking on this case, we can see again the EM is

only ”structural symetric” and not ”symetrical in contents”, because its not be

possible,or better it’s not usefull to require em12 = em21

4.5 Basic properties of a sequence of scenes

A basic rule of a well formed dramatic composition is: a sequence of scenes

have to follow the principle of ”cause and consequences”. That means the

following scene consists at any time of the actions and consequences aimed by

the preceding real or virtual scene. Dramatic composing in another manner

yields a sequence of episodic connected single scenes, lack of ”logical unity”.

It’s now the time, to formulate this issue in a more mathematical manner and

call it the ”Dramatic Markov”-property of a sequence of scenes. The term

”Markov” is known from the probability-theory comming from the wellknown

term ”Markov Chain” (see in [8] page 195 ff). A ”Markov Chain” is defined as

an5:

a system, remaining in a specific state at time i, only refering to the last

state of the system at time i− 1.

5See [1] page 40 in ”Eigenschaften der Szenenfolge”.
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The analogy is evident. Considering a sequence of scenes as an stochastic process

formed by reality, so a following scene first of all depends basically on the

result of the preceding scene. It’s not quite necessary that the transition of

the scene depend on the knowledge of the complete previous history, or in other

words: the sequence what has happend before, to assure the causality towards

the recipient. The question is only: What has the recipient to know about

the previous history, to understand the ”scene transition”, to understand what

happens in the moment by the actions of the characters and the outer events?

In a scene, which is not the first scene of a plot, we consider a character

with firstname Horst. Horts tells the person towards him, a woman called

Pia, an office manager, he arrived the meeting point by a train.

Supposing the audience does only know the voyage of Horst using the train, so

the preceding story of the voyage with the train doesn’t matter. It’s not to be

crucial if Horst arrives the railway station the voyage begun, by car or by taxi.

These variants of telling the story or virtual scenes have no or perhaps a minor

influence to the permissible actions or the probabilities of actions of the charac-

ters in this scene. There are some variants of telling the story possible without

having an influence to what happens in this scene. The ”Dramatic Markov”-

Property is a minimal requirement, necessary to meet the requirements of the

standard conditions and so ensure a scenic course without contradictions, as a

basis of scenic continuity. This is to keep in mind, if we want to reassemble,

change or insert scenes inside a scenic process.

The ”Dramatic Markov”-Property loses importance the more the recipient gath-

ers information looking at the scenic process, because of the knowledge about

the preceding history necessary to understand what happens, the acting of the

characters. The probability theory talks in this case about markov chains of

higher order, losing the markov propery completly, if a scene depends on all

knowledge of the preceding story.

4.6 Controlling the action using the BVS (or

RCS)

The function of the PCM and the EM is to determine and to describe the

properties and attributes of the characters (figures) and their relationship among

themselves at specific points of time in the drama, which are of ”static” kind. To

consider and describe a dramatic course especially focused on the comparision

to the dynamic program, we now consider the prior defined BVS (or RCS) in a

more exact way, to get a deeper understanding of that what happens.
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4.6.1 The course

The BVS (or RCS) makes it possible to control the plotline, by specifing the

situation of the plotline under the valid standard conditions. It means: Finding

an answer of the question: What is the development of a possible course of

actions regard to the emotional relationship of one person at time i and in

another at time j? Which means, regarding to the commonly used rules of

dramaturgy6we determine the EMa
i of the i-th scene and the EMa

j of the j-th

scene where j > i is valid and develop the plotline from the situation at time

i, it means the initial situation of the scene szi towards the initial situation of

the j-th scene saj .

...→ EMa
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

EMe
i−1=̂EMa

i

→ ∪T (EM, a)→ EMa
j−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

EMe
j−1=̂EMa

j

→...

∪T (EM, a) means in this case the temporal sorted union of all transitions at

time i towards time j, in simple words the sequence of actions of the persons7.

This facilitates a precise control of the emotional states of the characters at all

points of time between, as with regard to the initial situation at time i and with

regard to the initial situation at time j, it is so much easier to write a plotline

towards a ”target-aimed” situation and so get a better control in development

of the plotline. Is there no j-th scene, the plotline ends with the j − 1-th scene.

6In this case we show the ”Empathy Matrix” representing the situation for simplification

without an index. See also [1] page 41, 42.
7It means the principle of action-reaction or action with consequence, wich doesn’t permit

a episodic plotline.



Chapter 5

An practical approach

But how can we apply the knowledge, gotten up to now in a meaningful manner?

One posibility is the setting of so called ”control-EM’s” on relevant points inside

the drama. In a story in 3 acts, it could be the main plotpoints. In a classic

closed drama, the elements of exposition, climax and peripety and at last the

catastrophe.

These control-EM’s give us a structure, for a better control of the dramatic

course the author needs which makes it possible to describe the set of permissible

actions by means of the specific representation in a quite better structurized

manner. The author gains a better survey on the issues, he needs to better

control the dramatic course in view of the direction of the drama. It’s possible

to refine the schema, setting supplemental ”control-EMs”. This at the moment

should be only a proposal, which is to be proved in future.

5.1 Basic approaches gaining characters and their

properties.

At this place i want to mention it again, it could be, i use the term ”figure”.

The terms ”character” and ”figure” are used in a quite equivalent manner. It

means the persons inside a drama, the ”dramatis personae”.

In the last chapters we considered the scheme called PCM in terms of a meta

model only refering its task but not refering a specific usage. Now we try to find

a suitable structur, describing characters gaining their attitudes and character

traits. Premising L. Egri ([3] Chapter II Charakter page 60 ff.) we get the

posibilities of characterization using

- sociologic

45
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- physicologic

- psychologic

aspects or components, refering to the motivation of the character, its impelling

power, its inner and outer conflict. Its no specific rule to structurize the PCM-

scheme. The following example should be only a suggestion. It is only to bear in

mind the order of the characters and the tabular arrangement of the describing

attributes. The scheme should be designed in a manner to show the ”stationary

attributes” refering to the PCM and the ”instationary attributes” in case of the

EM.

5.2 Working with the PCM-EM Scheme

Does exist perhaps a crude imagination about the drama, an idea of the story

and what happens in the plotline, we can take the scheme, to get information

about the persons, the acting characters, refine and progress the development-

process of dramawriting? It is the collaboration of the so called PCM- and

EM, which help us assembling the characters in its basic structur and working

together in a quite fast manner.

5.2.1 The Person Character Matrix (PCM)

The Person Character Matrix abreviated as PCM, is a tabular scheme which

ingests all the characters of the persons a drama contains. Purpose of the

PCM is, to describe the characters as single characters, it means to describe the

basic attributes of a character, their social and familiar origin, needs and goals

in the live. The characters are arranged in rows, their attributes in the related

columns, based on a Need-Motivation-Action-Goal -scheme1, needed to describe

characters in a drama. The The ”Person Character Matrix” is structurized in

this manner2:

figure sex basic character motivation goal

... ... ... ... ...

Pia f good ambition office manager

... ... ... ... ...

Horst m neutral poorness lottery win

... ... ... ... ...

1e.g. described by L.Seger [5] in a similar manner.
2See [1] page 44.
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5.2.2 The Relationship- or Empathy Matrix (EM)

The ”Realtionship- or Empathy Matrix” (EM) is the main element, we use to

develop a story based on the method of getting informations about the story in

considering the characters and show their relations. We only use the term ”Em-

pathy Matrix”. The EM is, as discussed before a symetric matrix scheme with

rows and columns. The first element of each, contains the name of a character.

A particular combination of row and column shows us the relationship between

two characters, beginning with the character in a specific row refering to a char-

acter in a specific column and is in these manner a kind of a Adjacense matrix

(see the chapters before). Using this, we describe a relationsship as follows:

The character in the row feels something for the character in the column.

The main diagonal shows the relationship of the character to itself, the inner

conflict and attitude, the ”inner relationship”. Is the character in doubt to it-

self. As mentioned before the EM has a structural symetry but not related to

the relationsship the EM shows. It means, the attitude of character A towards

character B, must not be the same as the attitude of character B towards char-

acter A, e.g. A loves B and B hates A, its not possible to transform the matrix

into a upper or lower triangular matrix in a mathematical manner.

For all this, now an example:

We consider the following scene of a, possibly tragical lovestory: Horst, a suc-

cessfull and overconfident scriptwriter with the latent tendency to drink too

much alcohol is falling in love with Pia, an office manager of an advertising

agency. Peter, her boss is a boyhood friend of Horst. Goal of the scene is,

to arouse Pias interest in Horst and simultanously to cause suspiciousness and

curiousity in Peter towards Horst.

First of all we have to create a PCM-scheme to describe the characters in an

adequate manner. At this moment, we can’t say anything about the characters.

We only know:

protagonist Horst

antagonist Peter

secondary character 1 Pia

To create the scheme, the following rules are recommended:

The characters are to arrange in ascending order of priority (if possible)

Possibly in the following order:
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1. Protagonists

2. Antagonists

3. Secondary characters

or possibly in this variation:

1. Protagonists

2. Secondary characters assigned to the Protagonists.

3. Antagonists

4. Secondary characters assigned to the Antagonists.

Space of actions, set of restrictions and the BVS (or RCS)

Developing the plotline, it is important to consider the space of actions, the set

of restrictions or, more exact, the set of permissible actions which determines

what the characters do, their acting by the choice of actions determined by the

choice of the author. The space of actions as the superset of all sets of restric-

tions has a very general meaning, it makes it possible chosing every possible

action, but it is reduced, refering to the context of the story and controlled by

the set of restrictions to a reasonable measure.

As described, the author takes the decision to an optimal course of actions in a

deterministic way, what seems to be a probabilistic acting of the characters in

the eyes of the recipient3. So the author should bring to mind the functions of

the space of actions, the set of restrictions, what ”stationary” and ”instation-

ary” means. Things he normally does choosing a very intuitiv way.

Horst is a scriptwriter, probably not a painstaking, compulsive character, as a

cliche of a chief accounting clerk. He is more easygoing, often bending the truth

a little bit, but following his ambitions he can be very disciplinied.

These attributes of his character are his ”stationary” attributes, which deter-

mines the basic attitudes of his character and have influence to his space of

actions. These are the ”stationary premises” determining the set of restrictions

following the whole course of the plotline.

To be interested in Pia, is a process, driven by the development of the plotline

and influenced by things that are ”instationary”, which are determined by a set

of restrictions, at the beginning not or hazily defined and/or also influenced by

specific actions, chosen by Pia’s acting, responding to Horsts love making offer

or not. Finding the set of restrictions means in the given example (exactly for

3Given by the dramatic model of communication.
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determining the set of actions of the character by the author):

Horst does make an effort to get this job which makes it possible to gain Pias

interest, which in turn increases his efforts and interests in Pia.

On the other hand the relationship between Horst and Peter is increasingly

marked by a growing dislike, what in case of Peter suddenly happens, in case

of Horst follows a slow development process (at this point in the eyes of the

author it could be better to decide less drastically). Depending on his over-

reaching self-confidence, Horst has primarily a positive basic mindset towards

all the people, but as mentioned before with a growing dislike towards Peter.

Peter is a compulsive character, who wants to controll everything. This ”sta-

tionary” attribute gains influence to all levels of his acting, what determines

the amount of his set of restrictions available for him. The deferred alcohol

addiction of Horst has influence to his set of restrictions, chosing the actions

permissible for him. It increases this set, because he gets the option to take the

bottle (to drink alcohol) or not. It makes his acting and his decision process

more instable, increasing his scope of actions in action slips, doing wrong things,

which gives his character more tension and depth and expands his set of actions

by this ambivalent attribute.

The interest of Horst in Pia doesn’t emerge at the beginning of the story. It

arises as a result of prior actions and events and determines the acting of Horst.

It’s not, as mentioned defined at the beginning of the story and is so an ”in-

stationary” attribute. At this point the BVS (or RCS) has no significance.

Considering the course of the plotline, the sequence of scenes, it increases in

value. In this simple manner, considering a single scene, we will yield up a

deeper consideration. We will still keep in mind this, as a possibility of support.

Remarks to this generic approach.

For this simple example, we have to take a compromise, redarding to the appli-

cation of the scheme.

The considered scene is not a initial scene. It’s not the beginning of the plotline.

So we normally have to suppose an existing PCM. In this example we consider

this scene as the inital scene to see how the PCM and EM are assembled in an

alternating manner, to show in this single example also the development of the

PCM.

First step

Register Horst (the protagonist) in the PCM:
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figure sex basic character motivation goal

Horst m self-confident, searches for recognition wants to get Pia

dry alcoholic become Art-Director

... ... ... ... ...

... ... ... ... ...

... ... ... ... ...

Second step

Register Horst in the EM:

EM Horst ... ... ... ...

Horst self-confident, adicted ... ... ... ...

em1,1

... ... ... ... ... ...

... ... ... ... ... ...

... ... ... ... ... ...

Third step

Register Peter (the antagonist) in the PCM:

figure sex basic character motivation goal

Horst m self-confident, searches for recognition wants to get Pia

dry alcoholic become Art-Director

Peter m compulsive jealousy retain Pia

don’nt lose control.

... ... ... ... ...

... ... ... ... ...

Fourth step

Register Peter in the EM:

EM Horst Peter ... ... ...

Horst self-confident, adicted dislikes ... ... ...

em1,1 em1,2

Peter mistrustful, tentious self-confident ... ... ...

em2,1 em2,2

... ... ... ... ... ...

... ... ... ... ... ...
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Fifth step

Register Pia (secondary character) in the PCM:

figure sex basic character motivation goal

Horst m self-confident, searches for recognition wants to get Pia

dry alcoholic become Art-Director

Peter m compulsive jealousy retain Pia

don’nt lose control.

Pia w ambitous dreams of a romantic get Mr. Right

relationship.

... ... ... ... ...

Sixth step

Register Pia in the EM4:

EM Horst Peter Pia ...

Horst selbstbewu”st, süchtig lehnt direkt ab neugierig ...

Horst self-confident, adicted dislikes curious ...

em1,1 em1,2 em1,3

Peter mistrustful, tentious self-confident loves jealousy ...

simultanously self-doubts

em2,1 em2,2 em2,3

Pia indifferent, mistrustful doubts in love self-doubts ...

em3,1 em3,2 em3,3

... ... ... ... ...

In the next step, we assign inside the considered scene the single fields ”Goal”

and ”Action”. You should read the EM as follows (Where the first row in the

matrix determines the field, where the informations are assigned to):

em1,1

Horst fights latently against his alcohol adiction.

Goal: He suffers a relapse in his alcohol adiction (as a possible option in

action).

Action: Looks at the bottles in the house bar.

em1,2

4Attention: In the original text [1] page 49, there are indexing errors (last row index also

is two instead of three), which are corrected in this translation and the german corrected

version.
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Horst dislikes Peter.

Goal: Its not possible to avoid a conflict with Peter at a later time,

preparing an open conflict with him.

Action: Self-confident answers, underlining his ego.

em1,3
5

Horst adores Pia.

Goal: Wants to get her, but at first be aware of him.

Aktion: Makes compliments towards Pia in the job interview.

em2,1

Peter dislikes Horst.

Goal: Gaining control about Horst, ditch him, if needed.

Action: Shows his position of power in the conversation.

em2,2

Peter has latent inferiority complexes, which he can overact by his self-

confident apperance.

Goal: -

Action: -

em2,3

Peter loves Pia in a jealously manner.

Goal: Dont want to lose Pia, under no circumstances.

Action: Control, looks what Pia does.

em3,1

Pia is curious about Horst, but not sure, what she wants.

Goal: Enforcing the interest in Horst.

Action: Happens by the job interview.

em3,2

Pia, still in love with Peter, but in doubt about her and his love.

Goal: Enforcing the doubts in love.

Action: -

em3,3

5Attention: In the original text [1] page 49, there are indexing, assigning and description

errors, which are corrected in this translation and the german corrected version.
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Pia is in her part in doubt.

Goal: She should try to get the bottom of her situation in kind of an

easyer decision to Horst.

Action: -

The situation changes into thhe next state, shown by the following mepathy

matrix EM i+1 as follows:

EM Horst Peter Pia ...

Horst goal-driven indifferent, mislike interested in ...

em1,1 em1,2 em1,3

Peter still mistrustful inferiority complexes lloves jealously ...

em2,1 em2,2 em2,3

Pia interested, mistrust doubts in love to doubts in herself ...

em3,1 em3,2 em3,3

... ... ... ... ...

We can recognize the initial state (the initial situation) represented by the Em-

pathy Matrix EM i, refering to the emotional level of the acting characters, the

goals in direction of the end of the scene (the beginning of the next scene) and

the actions to get the emotional target situation at the end of the scene, shown

by EM i+1. Using this scheme, we simply get an outline or the text of the scene,

shown as the next exsample.

5.2.3 Development of the scenetext

Considering the Empathy Matrices (EMs) at the beginning and at the end of

a scene and look at the actions assigned to the fields showing the relationships

between one person and each other, its possible to develop ”simply” (its a joke,

i know ;-) a scenical text accomplishing the requirements in this scene. In a

practical manner, we can write the scheme on two sheets of paper (one for the

beginning and one for the end of the scene) and lay it side by side onto the desk.

An example for this method is the scenetext shown below6, which bases on the

informations shown above.

Szenentext

Office building Int./Day

6Similaryties in the Names of the persons in the text are occasionally and doesn’t refer to

living or died persons and are not intended.
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An office building in the city of Frankfurt. HORST

K. enters the building, announces himself to the portier and takes

the elevator to reach the twentysix-th floor.

Horst opens the door and enters.

PIA

Mr. K, please, sit down.

Horst looks around, glimpsing a bottle of Bourbon, looks immediately at

Pia and sit down carefully but vigorous at the offerd seat.

PIA

Can i offer you something to drink. Coffee,

orangenjuice, wiskey.

HORST

(a small glimpse at the Wiskeybottle.)

Oh some Coffee please, i still had not eaten something right today.

I had to take the train at 5.30 am.

PIA

A long yourney?

HORST

Oh yes, a long way,

but i could’nt risk to take the airplane.

PIA

A flightcontrollers slowdown strike, i know

i’ve heard it in the morning news.

HORST

(looks observant at Pia)

A nice costume, it looks quite cute on you.

PIA

(embarrassed)

Thank you.

(pauses for a moment)
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You know our concern?

HORST

Your Artdirector has had an heartattack and

i think, i am your man.

PIA

It sounds very self-confident.

HORST

I am an old stager in the branche and, you see i am

still alive. I see it as a new challange in my live.

PIA

(looks at his references)

You have good references. The campaign

with the racingclocks and the washmachines

at our commercial broadcaster.

HORST

Experience matters, you have to do your own

thing.

PETER enters the room, looks at Horst, then a glimpse at Pia, and again

to Horst.

PETER

Ahh, Mr. K. It was’nt difficult to find us,

i hope so.

HORST

Good morning Mr. S. Your call sounds along the

corridors of our branch and now - i am here.

PETER

(quite aloofed)

Mr. K. You know our situation. W. had

an Heartattack and the shit hits the fan.

(a short look at Pia)

What i want to get are concrete and practical ideas
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and no silly jokes, you know. The bank isn’t more

willing to finance the project, if we cant

offer some practical solutions.

HORST

I am working for twenty years for advertising agencies

and i tell you, a fire which could’nt

be extinguished, i’ve never seen.

...

5.3 The analysis of the scenetext.

The text above is, i say it with a smile on my lips, not of award winning quality.

But it should be possible to take it as an example to show how to work with

the scheme we discuss.

Looking at the attitudes of horst towards himself and the other persons, we

gave him a rather offhand, bragging and self-confident speech, what we expect

looking at a scriptwriter working in an advertising agency. Let him make com-

pliments towards Pia, we show his growing interest about her. Against Peter he

takes an observing stand. He seems to be authentic. Peter himself is working for

his dubious reputation. Everybody thinks he is an ”arrogant asshole”. Looking

at Pia in a special manner, reveals his compulsivity, his obssessions and wishes

in controling Pia. Jealousness at this moment has no meaning, but is latently

present. It is only for control of the further course of the storyline. Pia herself

reveals her shakiness, acting in a quite disconcerting manner induced by Horst.

You get these facts simply considering the control-EMs of the scene, which

enables the author to develop the text rather fluidly and to control the require-

ments of the scene refering to the course and the goal.

Some words about the tension

To show what tension is, the essence of discrepancy of information in its variing

forms, the considered example text isn’t suitable or not quite good enough. The

scene can only show attitudes and raises kinds of questions about things like:

Gets Horst the job? Does Pia fall in love to horst? It should not be to consider

these issues in the paper.
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5.4 Proposal how to get and structurize actions

and relationships.

Showing how to work structurized and systematic with the scheme and the

collaboration of PCM and EM, should be demonstrated in the next chapter.

This are only proposals, because of the lack of tests made at the moment. It

should be subject of succeeding considerations.

The characters should be listed in the PCM in a successing manner, orderd by

appearence in the drama or by the creative process of finding7and alternated

registered in the EM (considered in our detailed example shown above). Thereby

it is to clarify the attitudes and relationships of the characters. At this point

it should be known who is the protagonist, who the antagonist and who is a

secondary character. Marginal characters or supernumeraries should not be

listed in these schemes. They only contribute in structurizing all in a more

chaotic manner. Next we look quite short at the development of plotpoints. As

described in the chapters before we should look at the space of actions, it means

the set of permissible actions inside a scene and form it in a manner decreasing

the permissible actions heading for the scene with the actual plotpoint. More

considerations are needed to prove how suitable the PCM-EM Scheme is to be

used in this case and for such issues.

5.5 Placing the plotpoints

In generally we can frame the process of drama development in first deter-

mining the situations connected with the single plotpoints. After the PCM is

determined, it means the characters, their attributes and attitudes, we can build

the EMs, related to the mentioned situations connected to the plotpoints. We

call them the ”control-EMs of significant situations”. Now we can refine the

dramatic structure of the drama, ending in a totally determined structure.

5.6 Summary

We could show the analogy between a dynamic programm taken from the field

of the operations research and a scenic course in a drama, lack of the possiblity

to quantify it in the manner of optimization needed and shown in business and

economy. But it is possible to gain means to describe the process of develop-

ment of a drama in a more strictly manner, we called it the PCM-EM Scheme.

Furthermore we could show that these schemes are suitable to get overview and

7It could be done by brainstorm with a mindmap-scheme.
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control in developing a drama, refering to the attitudes of the characters and

to reach the final goal the final situation of the drama, soving all conflicts and

something else. We could make proposals refering to strategies of development

concerning the storyline. The usability of that should be tested applied to more

examples in the future. Furthermore there is no knowledge how we can influ-

ence the rythm of the story using these schemes. At this time we can’t give an

answer, how usesfull it is working with these schemes. At last it is to be men-

tioned, working with the PCM-EM Scheme could be only one proposal finding

tools for developing a drama. We can give no answer, how usefull it is for the

single screenplay writer, groops of writers, writerrooms and so on. I can only

invite you to look at this and to try it.

If you have any questions or suggestion, write to:

drama-dynprog(at)t-online.de
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